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Carleton University, Senate Room, 608 Robertson Hall

AGENDA

THURSDAY, APRIL 3, 2014

2:00 PM  WELCOME AND INTRODUCTION
          Dr. David Carment, Editor of Canadian Foreign Policy Journal

2:05 PM  PANEL 1: ISSUES IN GLOBAL HEALTH GOVERNANCE
          CHAIR: Janet Hatcher Roberts, Centre for Global Health at University of Ottawa
          SPEAKERS: Aniket Bhushan, North-South Institute
                    Maria Esther Coronado, Norman Paterson School of International Affairs
                    Dr. Ronald Labonte, University of Ottawa

3:00 PM  COFFEE BREAK

3:05 PM  PANEL 2: INSTITUTIONS AND INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT
          CHAIR: John Cadham, Norman Paterson School of International Affairs
          SPEAKERS: Dr. J. Andrew Grant, Queen’s University
                    Félix Grenier, University of Ottawa
                    Danylo Korbabicz, Ukrainian Election Monitor

4:00 PM  CONCLUDING REMARKS AND OFFICIAL LAUNCH OF iAFFAIRS CANADA
          Uri Marantz and Adrian Swietlicki, Managing Directors of iAffairs Canada
Aniket Bhushan's research with the Governance for Equitable Growth program focuses on domestic resource mobilization in sub-Saharan Africa, financial sector policy, governance reform of the international financial system and the relationship between growth and socio-economic outcomes. His previous work focused on trade and health policy. Mr. Bhushan leads NSI's work on the Canadian International Development Platform (CIDP), a data and analytical platform on Canada's engagement with the developing world. Mr. Bhushan has completed studies in commerce (B.Com, Mumbai University, India), political science (BA, University of Windsor, Canada), and political science and international affairs (MA, Carleton University, Canada).

John Cadham's extensive career began in business as a consultant and specialist in the management of international research projects in the environment and technology sectors. John came to the Norman Paterson School of International Affairs at Carleton University to complete an MA in the school's Intelligence and National Security cluster. He is now pursuing a PhD in conflict and development, and John is Doctoral Research Fellow for the Centre for Security and Defence Studies. His research interests concern the increasing convergence of energy and environment policy-making, implications for global security and the impact on Canadian defence and foreign policies.

Maria Esther Coronado is a PhD Candidate at the Norman Paterson School of International Affairs at Carleton University. She has a BA in International Affairs from Universidad de las Americas DF-Mexico, and a MA in Public Policy and Administration from Centro de Investigacion y Docencia Economicas (CIDE). Prior to joining to NPSIA, Maria Esther worked for 6 years at the Secretariat of Health of Mexico in the General Directorate for International Affairs. During those years, she was directly involved in the relationship with international organizations (WHO, PAHO, GHSI, SPP, APEC) and the governments of Canada, USA, and the European Union in topics such as health and trade, health and environment, pandemic influenza, IHR, tobacco control, HIV/AIDS, among others.

Maria Esther participated in the negotiation of the Global Strategy and Plan of Action on Public Health, Innovation and Intellectual Property Rights, and she was an active member of the Mexican Delegation in numerous meetings of the Programme, Budget and Administration Committee; the Executive Board; and the World Health Assembly at the World Health Organization. Her current research interests includes humanitarian assistance, health security, health governance and international health policy in general. Her dissertation focuses on international cooperation in infectious diseases.
**Dr. J. Andrew Grant** is an Associate Professor in the Department of Political Studies at Queen’s University. In 2009, Dr. Grant received an Early Researcher Award from the Government of Ontario's Ministry of Research and Innovation. The award enables Dr. Grant to serve as the Principal Investigator of a research project that examines governance in mining. During the 2005-2006 academic year, he was a Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council of Canada Postdoctoral Fellow with the Center for International and Comparative Studies at Northwestern University. He has conducted field research in Sierra Leone, Ghana, Botswana, Namibia, and South Africa. Dr. Grant’s recent publications focus on conflict diamonds and the Kimberley Process, non-state armed groups and regional security, post-conflict reconstruction in fragile states, and governance issues relating to natural resources.

Dr. Grant is a Senior Fellow with the Queen’s Centre for International and Defence Policy, a Faculty Associate with the Queen’s Southern African Research Centre, and a Research Fellow with the Centre for Foreign Policy Studies at Dalhousie University. He serves on the Executive Councils of the International Political Science Association Research Committee #40 (New World Orders) and International Studies Association - Canada, and the Editorial Board of the *Journal of Regional Security*. Dr. Grant has also advised Canadian, American, British, and German policymakers on topics ranging from the Kimberley Process and conflict diamonds to humanitarian responses and international engagement in fragile states to the politics of identity formation among non-state armed groups in Africa.

**Félix Grenier** is a PhD Candidate at the School of Political Studies of the University of Ottawa. He specializes in International Relations (IR) and engages, for his research, with the sociology of IR, IR theory and science studies. In parallel, he also pursues diverse research projects in political sociology, higher education studies, geo-cultural studies in IR (in Canada), and disciplinary studies. In the last years, Felix has published book chapters, conference proceedings, and articles in journals such as *International Relations*, *Canadian Foreign Policy*, and *Bridges*. Felix has also presented communications in, and co-organized, invited talks, workshops, panels and conferences in North America (at the University of Ottawa, University Laval, ISA, CPSA, SQSP, ACFAS) and Europe (at the University of St-Andrews, BISA, EWIS, and SGIR). Felix currently teaches IR at the University of Ottawa.

**Janet Hatcher Roberts** has had extensive experience in the areas of international public health policy, health systems strengthening capacity building and research. She has recently taken the position as the Director of the Migration Health Department with the International Organization. Her past positions were as Executive Director of the Canadian Society for International Health where she was directly involved in the design and implementation of projects since she began her tenure in 1997. In addition, Janet was Co-Director of the WHO Collaborating Centre at the University of Ottawa, Assistant Professor at the University in the Faculty of Medicine and affiliate Scientist at the Institute for Population Health at the University
of Ottawa. In this capacity she was responsible for the design and management of health technology assessment projects, as well as teaching international health and development at the graduate level.

Over the past two decades, Ms. Hatcher Roberts has been involved in the design, monitoring and evaluation of international health and development and gender health and development projects and programs at IDRC, CIDA and Health Canada. She also brings technical expertise, including approaches to strengthening district health systems, women’s health, and public health and development. In her volunteer time, Janet was the Chair of the Board for Action Canada for Population Development and is a Past Treasurer, and now member at large of the board for the Canadian Coalition for Global Health Research.

**Danylo Korbabicz** has worked with CANADEM as part of the Canadian government’s election monitoring campaign in Ukraine. Along with at least 500 others, Danylo was part of Canada’s largest election monitoring mission recently deployed to Ukraine for parliamentary elections in 2012 and repeat elections in five electoral districts in December 2013.

**Dr. Ronald Labonte** is Canada Research Chair in Globalization & Health Equity, Institute of Population Health, and Professor, Department of Epidemiology and Community Medicine, at the University of Ottawa, and Adjunct Professor, Department of Community Health and Epidemiology, University of Saskatchewan. He is the former Director of the Saskatchewan Population Health and Evaluation Research Unit (SPHERU), a bi-university interdisciplinary research organization he created and led from 1999 until 2004, that was committed to “engaged research” on population health determinants at local, national and global levels. Ron is a founding member of the Canadian Coalition for Global Health Research, and a past board member of provincial and national public health associations in Canada. He recently worked with international colleagues in preparing The Global Health Watch, an ‘alternative world health report,’ released in July, 2005.

Recent books include *Health for Some: Death, Disease and Disparity in a Globalizing Era* (co-authored with Ted Schrecker and Amit Sen Gupta, Centre for Social Justice, 2005); and *Fatal Indifference: The G8, Africa and Global Health* (co-authored with Ted Schrecker, David Sanders and Wilma Meeus, University of Cape Town Press/IDRC Books, 2004). Ron, and his colleague Ted Schrecker, will be coordinating the knowledge network hub on globalization for the recently announced WHO Commission on Social Determinants of Health (2005-2007). Prior to joining academia in 1999, Ron worked 10 years as international health promotion and public health consultant, and 15 years with provincial and local governments and NGOs in community health development.